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LINKEDIN  FOR BUSINESS:
First things first, 

Why should LinkedIn be a part of your 

business's social media plan?
    If you think about it, LinkedIn is the "professional", "networking" social media

platform. Those two words should validate my point. 

    Take real estate for example (my forte), your LinkedIn connections 

most likely have established careers and steady income. 

    Now, you see an update that John Doe received a promotion at work ($$$).

Liking and congratulating him on his accomplishment is a GREAT relationship

building (sales) touch-point- keeping you on top of mind in a more personal way.

Also, he may want to buy a new condo with his raise- you never know! 

 

   Furthermore, LinkedIn is a great place to show your expertise and knowledge in

your business sector and expand your reach ten-fold.

    Here's why: When you scroll through LinkedIn's news feed, 80% of the posts

are "John Doe Liked XYZ" and it's someone else's (not in your network) post. 

Am I right?
   Anything you post has the potential to show up on all of your connection's,

connection's feeds, expanding your reach, your name, and your business.  

Post genuine, knowledgeable content that will help people.  Share information

about your city, your sector, your passions.  Don't forget to add a few relevant

hashtags to increase your reach and engagement! 
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Fill out your entire Intro Section
Believe it or not, not many people have this filled out completely which only limits

your business and professional reach.   

THE TIPS:
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Ensure your name is what people

commonly know you as.

Add former name to ensure you are

found when being searched. 

Your Name

This follows you around LinkedIn so

make sure it's attention-grabbing and

people know EXACTLY what you do

when they read it. LinkedIn shouldn't be

a guessing game.

Your Headline

A professional, well-lit head-shot is the

best way to go.  

Profiles with a picture are 80+% more

likely to be accepted as a connection and

receive connection requests.

Your Profile Picture

More! Always keep your Job Position current and up to date & If you're less than 5 years out of college and

plan to connect with people from your university, keep your education in your Intro

If you're in sales of any kind, you BEST have

your email, phone number, and your

website linked! 

Contact Info

How are people supposed to contact you if
you don't have any of it listed? 

Don't forget to be as specific as
possible with your industry

1 .



Attention Grabbing About Me
Let's be real, this is about how far people will scroll down on your page if they're just browsing.

Just like your headline, make this attention-grabbing, but also brag about your qualifications,

accomplishments, and your business/business sector. If you have to, describe what you do in

your position, this gives people (and potential clients) an idea of what you do in your 

day-to-day.

Be personal and authentic. Use

your own tone and voice but

ensure you're getting across the

important information

If you have a website, link it here!

Along with any featured posts,

this is the first place people who

want to learn more will be drawn

to!

More!

THE TIPS:
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Click on the post you'd like to

feature or find it in your feed 

Click the three dots in the upper

right hand corner of the post and

the first option is "Feature On

Top of Profile" with a star. Click!

How to Feature a Post on your

Profile

2.

Attention Grabbing Beginning

What I do & what I can do for 

potential clients



THE TIPS:
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Not-So-Humble Brag About Yourself
Oh, you had an article published and won an award for it? Put it everywhere on your social

media. Including your "Accomplishments" area of your LinkedIn. There's so many options to brag

about yourself, take a look:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fill out your Licenses & Certifications 
Self-explanatory, if someone wants to work with you, they will scroll all the way down to your

licenses and certifications  to see your qualifications and what if they see you're not certified to

do anything? Not only that, people can see that you stay up-to-date on your licenses. 

 

Fill out any volunteer information, clubs, and organizations 
LinkedIn is a networking website, what better way to grow your network than showing what

groups you are involved with? This is also a great way to reach out to people...

"Hey! I saw you volunteer with Make-a-Wish, I am on the board in my city! How did you get

involved with them?"

3.



THE TIPS:
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Skills & Endorsements & Recommendations, Oh My
Your skills section are your buzzwords! 

How do your clients describe you? What words do you want people to associate you with? 

Add your own skills in this section and ssk some co-workers, family, clients, and friends to

endorse your skills and write a recommendation and you do the same for them.  

 

4.

Why do I need recommendations and endorsements?
Well, what do you think when you visit someone's page and you see they are endorsed 30 times for

responsiveness and have 50 recommendations....

"Sh*t! They're good..."  
You could exchange "good" for: "qualified" or "my ideal employee/realtor/business that I want to work with"



THE BOTTOM LINE:
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Don't make social media more complicated than it needs to be. 
Keep social media social and authentic. 

Comment on people's posts because you want to and because it drives their engagement and

they will return the favor to you! 

Social Media Engagement = more people seeing your posts
Make genuine connections through compliments, congratulations, and simple comments, even

though they count as your sales touch points. 

Real connection before touch points
 Lastly, Remember to sell your brand, knowledge, and values, not your services and products.

Nice to meet you, I'm Maddy
I'm a social media manager, female business owner, entrepreneur, and traveler.

I work with business owners to define their business's online narrative through strategic digital

marketing and creative graphic designs. 

Not only do I take the pressure of digital marketing off of busy business owner's plates, I also:

engage authentically with their target audience, write copy that converts and grabs the

audience's attention so they listen and trust YOU, run visually appealing and sale generating

ads, build memorable brands & much more!

I'd love to connect and see what I can do for you and your business! 
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